First Day of EBT Finals 2016
The sand is fire on the first day of the big event of EBT Finals 2016 hosted in the standard facilities of
the sports center in Avant Garde" Peace Village "in Kardia, Thessaloniki.
The first day of the races was decisive as formed scores of the teams that from Saturday will be thrown
into the battle of qualifying in order to reach the top in the European Championships Beach Handball.
Athletes despite the rain that was falling relentlessly gave their best during the races, gaining warm
applause of the viewers that filled the stands and had the opportunity to live unique moments watching
top teams in Europe to be set into the battle.
The races are completed on Sunday where the conduct of the final race will take place in order for the
champions in both men and women to be designated for the European Championships Beach Handball.
The sequel is expected with great interest, as it turned out in practice the Beach Handball constantly
gaining ground with representative groups of countries participating in the organization to be the main
ambassadors of the sport.
HIGH RACE LEVEL
Natalie Siena, twice world champion of Brazil and player of the Greek team Spartacus Goalbet in her
statements related to the first day of races highlighted that "the level is quite high and since the first
encounters competition mood was obvious during the races. All teams are determined to fight to the
bitter end to qualify and reach the top. The same of course we will do on our behalf, as the only
representative of Greece at the European Championship. "On the other side,Wellington Gulliver of the
team of GAS Kilkis Acropolis reported " despite the rain a little harder the race conditions we are very
happy to participate in the final phase of EBT Finals 2016. All the teams are very good , raising the bar
very high".
THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST DAY
The results of the first day are as follows :
Court1

Sesvete- Ekaterinodar (M) 0-2
Camelot- GAS Kilkis Acropolis (M) 2-1
Detono- Westsite (F) 0-2
Poznan- Spartacus Goalbet (F) 0-2
Detono- Petra Plock (M) 2-1
GAS Kilkis Acropolis- Cafe Rossio (M) 2-0
Agenta Girls- Beachqueens (F) 2-0
Algeciras- Poznan (F) 2-0
Court 2

Petra Plock- BHC 2areg (M) 2-0
Cafe Rossio- Dinamit (M) 2-1
Beachqueens- CAIPIranhas (F) 2-0
Camelot- Beach Girls (F) 2-0
BHC 2areg- Sesvete (M) 0-2
Algeciras- Camelot (M) 2-0
CAIPIranhas- Detono (F) 1-2
Spartacus Goalbet- Camelot (F) 2-1

